GENERAL NOTES:

No part of the driveway excluding tapers shall be constructed outside of the property frontage.

Pipe size & location to be determined by geometrics & drainage conditions (see plans).

Surfacing shall be shown on the plans and / or permit.

Length of pipe shall be determined by depth and location of ditch. (see plans)

If a paved approach is required, refer to standard plan 608.00 for construction details and construct curb to meet curb on paved approach.

The driveway width should be determined at the tangent point of the radius and side of driveway.

Curb or curb and gutter between right of way line and pipe may meet local agency standards.

This drawing illustrates driveway details for minimum situations. Traffic volumes generated, safety considerations, drainage considerations, local requirements, etc. may dictate more extensive improvements than those illustrated on this drawing.